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ABSTRACT 

For complex and large systems with multiple sources, it is often difficult to 

localize the sources of radiation. Near-field electromagnetic scanning is used often for 

root-cause diagnosis by determining field distribution close to the PCB. In the near-field, 

the evanescent waves are dominant, which may lead to the misinterpretation of them 

being the dominant sources contributing to the far-field. Another limitation of near-field 

scanning is that the probe may not be able to access all locations near the PCB due to the 

complex geometry and high component density. Two-dimensional synthetic aperture 

radar is a well-known technique used for antenna diagnostic and alignment of phase array 

antennas. Using a technique which is derived from the synthetic aperture radar we present 

emission source microscopy to localize the sources of active radiation on a PCB. After 

obtaining the location of sources, using near field to far-field transformation, it is shown 

that the far-field radiation patterns and the total radiated power can be estimated. Using 

masking algorithms the contribution of individual sources to far-field can be determined. 

The source localization methodology is presented along with simulation and 

measurement results on real-DUTs. The results show that the proposed method is capable 

of detecting multiple active sources on a complex PCB. Different phase measurement 

methods are presented along with the measurement results. Also, methods to reduce the 

scanning time for source localization are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. MOTIVATION 

An important step for EMI debugging generally includes locating the sources of 

EMI and then applying a fix to reduce the radiated emission. But for complex and large 

systems with multiple sources it is often difficult to locate the source of radiation. Near-

field electromagnetic scanning often is used for root cause diagnosis by determining near-

field radiation patterns and coupling mechanisms. Near-field scanning may provide 

information about the surface current, tangential fields and the reactive near-field 

distribution on the device under test (DUT) [1][2]. The near-field contains both 

evanescent and propagating fields. In the vicinity of the DUT evanescent waves are 

dominant, which may lead to the misinterpretation of the dominant sources contributing 

to the far-field. In practice, however, engineers mainly are concerned about only the 

sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI) contributing to far-field radiation. To 

identify these sources, engineers must depend upon their experience or trial and error.  

Another limitation of near-field scanning is that the probe may not be able to 

access all locations near the PCB due to the complex geometry and high component 

density. Placing the probe very close to the DUT may perturb the field under 

measurement due to coupling between the probe and the DUT. This leads to the incorrect 

measurement of fields at different vertical distances from the PCB. However, the 

advantage of near-field scanning is that it can achieve better resolution depending upon 

the scanning step and the probe size. 

Electromagnetic imaging techniques are commonly used for non-destructive 

testing, medical, geophysics, radar and remote sensing applications [1]-[12]. Such 



 

 

2 

techniques have also been used for microwave imaging to detect concealed objects, 

structural defects and detecting embedded targets in layered media [6]-[8]. Qualitative 

imaging techniques mainly use migration algorithms to reconstruct the target image. 

Migration algorithm such as synthetic aperture radar technique migrate the fields back to 

the source to create a focused image.  

In field of antenna measurement, microwave holography is widely used for 

antenna radiation pattern measurement using near-field scanning, antenna diagnosis and 

alignment of phase array antennas [9]-[23]. In microwave holography the back 

propagation is mainly performed to know the details about the structure of the aperture. 

In [14]-[16] authors have used microwave holography to detect the faulty antennas in 

antenna arrays. In [16] the authors perform two phase-synchronized near-field 

measurements and take the difference of the measured fields back to the source plane. 

Due to this the error amplitude peaks at the faulty antenna elements in the array. Another 

application is the reconstruction of surface currents by scanning very close to the PCB 

[43]. The method emphasizes on capturing the maximum evanescent spectrum to 

reconstruct the fine details of the surface current distribution. Investigators in [42] have 

demonstrated similar method to detect radiating sources, but they fail to discuss about 

spectral filtering and spatial sampling requirements without which the algorithm would 

not work 

Errors in measurement such as probe positing and alignment of the probe can be 

compensated using methods presented in [19]-[23]. Also the scanning plane truncation 

can lead to a reduction in the accuracy of the reconstructed images [20]. Other factor 

leading to degradation in the reconstructed images include biased error in scanning plane; 
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scan plane distance uncertainty, phase and amplitude drift of the measured signal, 

receiver dynamic range [21][22]. The probe is kept far away from the DUT to avoid 

mutual coupling and disturbing the fields of the DUT. Other uncertainties such as probe 

relative pattern and cable phase stability may be difficult to control.  

Standard or conventional SAR methods uses reflected signals from target and 

received by a scanning antenna to reconstruct the target’s image [1]-[4]. To overcome the 

limitations of near-field scanning in locating active EMI radiation sources, the emission 

source microscopy (ESM) technique derived on methods employed in microwave 

imaging is presented in this work. The fields from the active radiation sources with 

amplitude and phase are measured on planar surface away from the DUT. In principle, 

the fields can be obtained simultaneously using antennas or probe arrays; however, this is 

difficult to achieve. A more practical approach is to use a moving probe or antenna and 

sample the field sequentially from point to point. In this case, the scanning plane can be 

thought of as a synthetic aperture of a large antenna.  

The main contributions of this work are the application of emission source 

microscopy to locate active source of EMI radiation on a PCB. A measurement 

methodology is presented to overcome challenges associated with identifying sources 

relevant to EMC applications. In this technique the phase and magnitude of the fields are 

measured on a planar surface a few wavelengths away from the DUT to be outside the 

reactive-near field region of the DUT. The scanned fields are back-propagated to the 

source plane after spectral filtering to identify the radiation sources. Different phase 

measurement using frequency and time-domain approaches have been shown. Another 

contribution is to show that individual sources can be identified and isolated. Using near-
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field to far-field, far-field contribution from each source can be calculated. In addition, 

the total radiated power can be calculated for individual sources to determine the source 

contributing to maximum radiation. The parameters that may affect the accuracy of the 

ESM methodology are also discussed and presented. Publications related to the work 

discussed in this dissertation are: 

1) P. Maheshwari, V. Khilkevich, D. Pommerenke, “Application of Emission source 

microscopy to EMI source localization,” to be published at the IEEE Symposium on 

Electromagnetic Compatibility, 2014. 

2) X. Jiao, P. Maheshwari, V. Khilkevich, J. Drewniak, D. Pommerenke, “EMI 

mitigation with lossy material at 10 GHz,” to be published at the IEEE Symposium on 

Electromagnetic Compatibility, 2014. 

3) P. Maheshwari, V. Khilkevich, D. Pommerenke “Emission Source Microscopy to 

EMI source localization” to be submitted to the IEEE Transactions on 

Electromagnetic Compatibility. 

 

Other publications resulting from doctoral studies are: 

4) (Book chapter) D. Pommerenke and P. Maheshwari, “Soft fail and PCB Design 

Measures,” in System Level ESD Co-design” to be published by Wiley. 

5) S. Sedigh, A. Faza, J. Lin, P. Maheshwari, N. Jarus, “Modelling of Cyber-Physical 

Systems: A Survey of Challenges and Methods,” submitted to ACM Computing 

Surveys (under revision). 

6) Z. Li, P. Maheshwari, D. Pommerenke, “Measurement Methodology for Field 

Coupled Electrostatic Discharge Induced Soft Errors in Integrated Circuits,” 
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submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility (under 

revision). 

7) P. Maheshwari, S. Sedigh, D. Pommerenke, “Software-Based Detection of 

Electrostatic Discharge Effects,” submitted to the IEEE Transactions on 

Instrumentation and Measurement. 

8) P. Maheshwari, V. Khilkevich, D. Pommerenke, “Directional Noise Injection for IC 

Immunity Testing Using an Amplified Dual-Channel Arbitrary Waveform 

Generator,” submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility. 

9) H. Hui, P. Maheshwari, D. Pommerenke, “Development of EM-Field Probing 

Systems to Allow for Manual Scanning with Capability of Near Field and ESD 

Current Spreading Visualization” to be submitted to the IEEE Transactions on 

Instrumentation and Measurement.  

10) Sabatini, N. Jarus, P. Maheshwari, S. Sedigh, “Software instrumentation for failure 

analysis of USB host controllers," in Proc. of the IEEE International Instrumentation 

and Measurement Technology Conference (I2MTC), pp. 1109-1114, 6-9 May 2013. 

11) P. Maheshwari, T. Li, J.-S. Lee, B.-S. Seol, S. Sedigh, and D. Pommerenke, 

“Software-based analysis of the effects of electrostatic discharge on embedded 

systems,” in Proc. of 35
th

 Annual IEEE Computer Software and Applications 

Conference (COMPSAC), pp. 436-441, 18-22 July, 2011. 

12) P. Maheshwari, B.-S. Seol, J.-S. Lee, J.-D. Lim, S. Sedigh, and D. Pommerenke, 

“Software-based instrumentation for localization of faults caused by electrostatic 
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2. EMISSION SOURCE MICROSCOPY METHOODLOGY 

2.1. INTRODUCTION TO ALGORITHM 

In this algorithm, the scanning hardware is used to move the antenna on the 

scanning plane and it collects fields over a synthetic aperture. Conventional Synthetic 

aperture radar uses migration algorithms like back-propagation to migrate the fields from 

scanning plane back to the source. The fields are compensated by adding a time delay or 

phase shift corresponding to the back-focused distance for time domain or frequency 

domain respectively. The focused image on the source plane provides the information 

about the sources of radiation. So, this method can be used to scan outside the reactive 

near-field and locate the EMI sources. Here the translation can be achieved by 

transforming the fields from spatial to spatial frequency domain. On the source plane, 

they are back converted to spatial domain to retrieve the focused image. For this 

transformation a computationally efficient algorithm such as Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) is utilized. 

 

2.2. ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF THE ESM ALGORITHM 

To apply the ESM algorithm, the fields from the sources are scanned on a planar 

surface approximately a few wavelengths from the DUT in order to be outside the DUT’s 

reactive near-field and to achieve the minimal effect of the probe on the DUT’s fields. 

Observing the field pattern on the scan plane yields very limited information about the 

location and number of radiation sources. 

The scanned fields on the observation plane can be expanded using plane wave 

spectrum theory, which states that any monochromatic but otherwise arbitrary wave can 
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be represented as a superposition of plane waves travelling in different directions with 

different amplitudes, but of the same frequency. According to [24], the electric field 

intensity in a source-free region on a plane (x, y, 0) can be represented as a superposition 

of plane waves in the form of Fourier transform, 
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where  (       ) is the plane wave spectrum of  (     ) as given by, 
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Here    and    are the spectrum wavenumbers in   and   directions, 

respectively. It can be shown that the spectrum of the field on any plane parallel to 

(     ) can be found using, 
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where    √  
    

    
 
 is the z component of the propagation vector,         

is the free-space wavenumber, and   is the wavelength of the active source radiation. 

Therefore, if the field on the plane (     ) is known, the field on the plane 

(     ) can be found using, 
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 (     )         (     )                             (4) 

 

where   is vertical distance of the scanning plane from the source plane, F and F
-1

 are 

forward and reverse Fourier transform operators, respectively. 

Equation 4 allows back-propagation of the field on one plane to another. If the 

fields are measured on the plane parallel to the antenna aperture or any other planar 

source, (4) then the fields on the source plane can be reconstructed. In reality, the fields 

are not available in the form of continuous functions, as in (1) and (2), but instead are 

sampled at discrete locations. In the case of uniform sampling, (4) would result in 

discrete rather than continuous Fourier transforms. Equation (4) serves as the basis of the 

ESM algorithm. 

2.2.1. Test of Methodology on Analytical Data.  For the analytical validation, 

dipoles can be used as excitation sources and 2D ESM algorithm can be applied to 

determine the location of the dipoles on the source plane. For this purpose, the dipoles are 

placed at a distance of few wavelengths away from the scanning plane to be out of the 

reactive near-field of the dipoles. Here the field components are calculated over the x-z 

plane as shown in Figure 2.1. The fields due to dipole on the scanning plane can be 

calculated using the following equations from [24], 
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Here for example, two dipoles are located at (-100, 0, 0) mm and (100, 0, 100) 

mm respectively. The excitation frequency of the dipoles is 10 GHz. The E-field 

components calculated at 10 cm away from the source plane. As seen the pattern is 

nothing but an inference pattern created due to the linear superposition of fields from 

each of the dipoles. By observing this pattern no information about the location of the 

dipoles can be derived. 
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Figure 2.1 Dipole location and measurement plane. 

 

 

The field components are measured over the rectangular grid on the scanning 

plane. The rectangular scanning plane is divided into a grid of N x M points. The 

sampling points on the scanning grid are chosen to be less than λ/2 apart in order to 

satisfy the Nyquist spatial sampling criterion [26]. Although the Nyquist rate is not 

required for reconstruction, uniformly sampled data at the Nyquist rate reduces the 

overall complexity of the reconstruction algorithm. [28]. At grid sample points, the 

tangential electric field components    and    are measured. 

The measured E-field component is then converted to frequency domain using 

Equation 4. It can also be computed using a computationally efficient algorithm such as 

FFT. Also the x and y axis are converted to spatial frequency domain as    and   .  

Dipole location 

Interference pattern 
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In the spectral domain it is multiplied by phase terms corresponding to the 

distance we want to translate the image as shown in Equation (3).  To reconstruct the 

spatial image of the target, an inverse Fourier transform can be applied on the shifted 

spectrum image as given in Equation (4). By reconstruction the fields at different distance 

from the source plane, we can observe the focusing effect of the ESM algorithm as shown 

in Figure 2.2. As shown in Figure 2.2, on the dipole plane, correct location of dipoles can 

be determined. Here the spatial scanning resolution is 2 mm and resolution of 

reconstructed image is 1.6 cm. Also dipoles at the placed at different heights with respect 

to the scanning plane and focusing can be performed at different heights. Here dipole 2 is 

kept at a distance of 2 wavelength from the scanning plane instead of 2.5 wavelength kept 

for dipole 1. The exact locations for dipole 1 and dipole 2 would be (-100, 15, 0) mm and 

(100, 0, 100) mm respectively. By reconstruction the fields at different distance from the 

source plane, we can observe the focusing effect of the ESM algorithm as shown in 

Figure 2.3. As seen, due to the dipoles being at different heights they come in focus at 

different focusing plane. Here the spatial scanning resolution is 2 mm and resolution of 

reconstructed image is 1.6 cm. 
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Figure 2.2 Focused fields at different distance with dipoles at same height. 
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Figure 2.3 Focused fields at different distances with dipoles at different height. 
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2.2.2. Resolution of Reconstructed Image.  The resolution of scanning, height 

of the scanning plane, and frequency of operation affects the final resolution of the 

reconstructed image. From optics [26] [27], the numerical aperture of the lens is given as, 

 

                                                     (7) 

 

where ‘n’ is the refractive index of the medium, and ‘θ’ is one-half of the aperture angle 

in radians, as shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

 

 
 

Scanning plane

Source plane

h

d

 

Figure 2.4 Aperture angle given by the span of the scan plane. 

 

 

Here ‘d’ represents the length of the smallest side in meters, and ‘h’ is the height 

of the scanning plane above the DUT in meters. Based on the numerical aperture in (5), 

the resolution of the reconstructed image can be given as, 
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      (      )                                       (8) 

 

This limits the resolution that can be achieved in the reconstructed image. For an 

infinitely wide scanning plane, the aperture angle would be 90 degrees, and with air as 

the medium, the maximum N.A. would be 1. This limits the maximum resolution to λ /2. 

This limitation does not allow distinguishing the sources placed closed as compared to 

wavelength at lower frequencies. So the method is mainly useable above 5 GHz for real-

cases. For example, with a scanning area of 0.5m x 0.5m, at 10 GHz frequency at a height 

of 10 cm away from PCB plane, the numerical aperture is given as, 
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2.2.3. Suppression of Evanescent Wave Component.  The spectrum of the near-

field of electromagnetic fields consists of two different portions, the evanescent waves 

and the propagating waves [44]. The component of the wave in z direction    is given as,  
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Equation (9) indicates propagating waves, whereas equation (10) indicates a 

decaying wave or evanescent wave. For the far-field region, most of the energy is 

concentrated within the circle of    
    

    
 
 in spectrum domain; which means 

most of the wave components are just propagating waves. Antennas have a near reactive 

field region in which the dominant energy is composed of inhomogeneous or evanescent 

waves that decay exponentially with distance from the aperture. This field may extend up 

to length of a wavelength away from the surface of the DUT.  

These waves can be separated in the spatial frequency domain and are completely 

suppressed during the reconstruction of the images. This allows to visualize area on the 

PCB with are contributing to far-field. 

 

2.3. PLANAR NEAR-FIELD TO FAR-FIELD TRANSFORMATION 

Using the FFT method, far-field can be computed from near-field data [24],[33]. 

This transformation is from planar surface to spherical far-field. The plane wave 

spectrums   (     ) and   (     ) can be calculated from sampled near-field data using 

the 2D Fourier transforms, 
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where    (          ) and    (          ) are represent the tangential 

components of electric field on the scanning plane. 
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The spatial resolution (      ) and spectral resolution (       ) can be related 

by the following equations, 

    
  

   
 

    
  

   
 

where the scanning grid size is given by M × N points. 

Using stationary phase method, the far-field E can be written as, 
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To determine the far-field angles from    and   , following relation is used, 
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                      (16) 

 

Next the angles are converted from spherical to Cartesian coordinates to plot the 

computed fields. The far-field components   ,    and    in the far-field are a function of 

theta, rho and phi.  

The total radiated power can be computed from the radiation intensity which can 

be given as, 
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The total radiated power can be obtained by integration of the radiation intensity over 

as the hemisphere as, 

     ∯       ∫ ∫             
 

 

  

 

 

 
   (18) 

 

where    is the element of solid angle =           .  

 

2.4. MASKING OF INDIVIDUAL SOURCES 

The main goal of masking of individual sources after applying the ESM 

transformation is to estimate the contribution of individual sources to far-field radiation. 

This will help in identifying the dominant source contributing to far-field radiation. For 

this firstly the fields are scanned at a distance of few wavelengths from the DUT. The 

measured fields can then be back-propagated back to source plane using the ESM 

algorithm. Using image processing techniques, individual sources can be masked. This 

will allow observing isolated sources on the source plane. Using the near-field to far-field 

transformation discussed in the previous section, the contribution of this isolated source 

to far-field radiation can be estimated. The algorithm is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Algorithm to determine individual source contribution. 

 

 

The process is shown using an example of three dipoles placed on the source 

plane. On the scanning plane, the dipoles create an interference pattern. The fields on the 

scanning plane with respect to the source plane are shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Recorded fields on the scanning plane. 
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Here after calculating the fields on the scanning plane, zero padding is applied in 

both the dimensions to increase the scanning area. Zero-padding is performed on the 

scanned data to increase the aperture angle. Large value of    and    axis in the spectrum 

domain leads to increased spectral discretization in the far-field, thus improving the 

accuracy of the results [33]. The scanned field after the zero padding is shown in Figure 

2.7. Using the 2D ESM algorithm, the fields can be reconstructed on the source plane, 

thus locating the 3 dipole sources, as shown in Figure 2.8. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Recorded fields after zero padding. 
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Figure 2.8 Focused fields on the source plane. 

 

 

The far-field computed from reconstructed planar fields on the source plane 

containing the three dipoles using equation (9) is shown in Figure 2.9 . Also the far-field 

computed using the analytical solution for dipoles (Figure 2.10) show a good agreement 

between the results. The maximum Etheta component calculated from the far-field 

obtained from reconstructed fields is 85.5dB whereas from the analytical solution is 

85.08db. This is done to validate the far-field computation using the FFT method.  
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Figure 2.9 Calculated far-field pattern obtained from recorded fields. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Calculated far-field pattern obtained analytical formula. 

 

 

For masking, a window can be applied over the source of interest such that other 

sources are masked. The results before and after masking are shown in Figure 2.11.  
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Figure 2.11 Masking sources to isolate only one dipole source. 

 

 

 Far-field calculated from masked image is shown in Figure 2.12. The maximum 

Etheta component from the calculated far-field from masked image is 73.80 dB whereas 

using analytical solution for a single dipole is 75.96 dB. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Far-field from masked image (containing single dipole contribution). 

 

 

This shows that the after masking the far-field can be accurately estimated to 

determine the contribution to far-field from individual sources. 

Applying windowing 
function to mask 

individual sources 
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2.5. ACCURACY ESTIMATION IN ESM ALGORITHM 

The different errors that affect the results in the ESM algorithm are as follows: 

2.5.1. Measurement Plane Truncation.  Truncation of the scan plane in spatial 

domain due to measurement limitation is same as using a rectangular window function in 

the spatial domain. This would lead to convolution with a 2D sinc-like function in the 

spatial spectrum domain. This leads to observation of ripples around the sources in the 

reconstructed fields on the source plane. To reduce the effect of the truncation of the scan 

plane, windowing function can be applied before transformation to spectrum domain to 

force the edge to taper to zero.  A plot of aperture angle versus the maximum error in the 

magnitude of the far zone Etheta component is shown in Figure 2.13. Here the height of 

the scanning system is kept constant at 1.5*lambda and scanning step is lambda/6. As 

seen the error in the calculated far-field E-field component is below 0.1 dB only for 

aperture angle greater than 80 degrees. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13 Error in the far-field Etheta component versus aperture angle. 
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2.5.2. Cable Amplitude and Phase Variation.  Due to the mechanical flexing of 

the cable connected` to the scanning antenna with the probe movement throughout the 

scanning plane, leads to the change in the insertion loss of the cable. Also temperature 

changes during the measurement can lead to variation in amplitude and phase of the 

measured fields on the scanning plane. Typically for a good quality cable at high 

frequency, the change in the insertion loss is less than 1%. 

2.5.3. Non-Planarity of the Measurement Surface.  The movement of the 

scanning probe may not be completely parallel to the plane of the DUT. This introduces a 

biased phase error in the measurement. This biased error would lead to error in location 

of the source.  

2.5.4. Scan Plane Distance Uncertainty.  The exact height is scanning antenna 

above the source plane is usually measured using a tape measure. Also the phase center 

of the antenna and the source on the DUT might not be known. This may lead to an 

uncertainty in the scan plane distance above the DUT. Although this would not introduce 

an error in the far-field parameters or the total radiated power but would lead to error in 

the maximum amplitude of the focused fields. To quantify the error, a dipole source is 

scanned with a scanning plane at a height of 2*lambda. The spatial scanning resolution is 

kept as lambda/6.  Next height of the scanning plane is changed and the difference in the 

maximum amplitude of the focused field and the focused fields from different distance is 

recorded. The plot of the maximum error in the focused field as compared to the scan 

plane distance uncertainty expressed in percentage is shown in Figure 2.14. As shown the 

error is below 0.1 dB for scan plane distance uncertainty less than 12 percent. 
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Figure 2.14 Error in the maximum amplitude of the focused field with scan plane 
distance uncertainty. 

 

2.5.5. Uncorrelated Phase Error.  Due to the measurement environment and 

non-linearity of the measurement components, random phase noise is introduced in the 

measurement. This noise in the scanned fields can propagate to the focused fields and can 

destroy the reconstructed fields, such that source location cannot be determined. An 

experiment is performed with two dipoles orientated in the z direction are placed on the 

source plane placed at (0, 0, 0) m and (-0.1, 0, 0) m respectively. The scan height is kept 

as 1.5*lambda and the spatial scanning resolution is lambda/6. Different percentage of 

the phase noise as compared to the maximum phase is introduced in the scanned data and 

it is focused back on the source plane. The error in the maximum amplitude of the 

focused fields is recorded for different percent of random phase added and plotted as 

shown in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.15 Error in the maximum amplitude of the focused     field with addition of 
random phase variations. 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Error in the maximum amplitude of the focused      field with addition of 

random phase variations. 
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3. VALIDATION OF METHODOLOGY 

3.1. SIMULATION ON A CUSTOM PCB 

To test the usefulness of the proposed method for EMC applications a custom 

PCB with several patch antennas and transmission lines is built. Figure 3.1 shows the full 

wave model of the PCB built in CST Microwave studio full-wave simulation tool [32]. 

The model is built to be able to compare the experimental results to the simulation 

results.  The patches and traces on the PCB can be excited and terminated individually or 

simultaneously. The PCB is 254 mm x 152 mm in size, having two 20 mm x 20 mm 

center feed patches. The smaller patches are 10 mm x 10 mm in size. The ground plane is 

set as PEC in the simulation and the dielectric material between the trace/patches and 

ground plane is FR-4 with    = 4.3. The thickness of the dielectric layer is 1.6 mm. The 

copper layer thickness is 0.035 mm. The simulation is performed at 8.2 GHz using the 

time-domain solver. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Model of Custom PCB. 

 

 

Patch P1

Patch P2
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The return loss of the large patch is plotted against frequency as shown in Figure 

3.2. Here the first resonance of the patch is seen around 6.79 GHz.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Simulated return loss of the larger patches. 

 

 

For validation of the method, the patches P1 and P2 are excited simultaneously. 

The input excitation power to each patch is set as 1W. The excitation frequency is kept as 

8.2 GHz. This is done to be able to use X-band (8.2-12.4 GHz) open-ended waveguides 

for measurement purpose. Using the time-domain simulation in CST, the tangential 

electric fields    and    are recorded at different heights above the above the DUT in the 

X-Y plane. 
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The recorded fields magnitude and phase for    and    field components at 

electric fields are obtained from simulation results at 1.5*lambda (54.9 mm) height and 

plotted as shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 

The spatial scanning resolution of the rectangular plane is kept at lambda/6 (6.1 

mm), which is enough to satisfy the Nyquist spatial sampling criteria at this frequency. 

The image of the PCB is overlapped and aligned with the image of the recorded fields to 

observe the underlying physical sources of radiation. As seen from Figure 3.3 and Figure 

3.4, no particularly useful information about the source of radiation can be obtained by 

observing the fields.  

The ESM algorithm is then applied to the recorded fields and the fields are back-

propagated to the source plane. The reconstructed    and    fields magnitude and phase 

on the PCB plane are shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. As seen, the two patches that 

form the radiation structure can be localized to their correct locations.  
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Figure 3.3 Recorded     magnitude (V/m) field and phase (rad) from simulation. 
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Figure 3.4 Recorded    magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) field from simulation. 
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Figure 3.5 Reconstructed     field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) on the source plane. 
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Figure 3.6 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) on the source plane. 

 

 

The resolution of the reconstructed image is 1.9 cm. The ripples in the 

reconstructed images around the sources are actually diffraction rings, common to the 

optical microscopy. 
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The next step is to perform near-field to far-field and compare far-field 

parameters with the full wave simulation results. Using the NF-FF discussed in the 

previous section, the 3D E-field pattern is calculated from the focused complex tangential 

E-field components reconstructed on the PCB plane. The 3D E-field pattern plot in 

dBV/m for the Etheta component is shown in Figure 3.7.  Also the far-field pattern from 

obtained from CST full wave simulation of the PCB is as shown in Figure 3.8. The far-

field distance is kept as 1 m and it is calculated at 8.2 GHz.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.7 3D Far-field pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT calculated 
from NF-FF transform of the focused fields on PCB plane. 
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Figure 3.8 3D Far-field pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT obtained 
from full wave simulation tool. 

 

 

The maximum value of the Etheta component from the calculated results is 15.84 

dBV/m and from full wave simulation is 20.28 dBV/m. The difference for the 

discrepancy in the maximum values of E-field component is as a result of the radiation 

pattern of the DUT when both the patches are excited simultaneously. The radiation 

pattern in linear scale obtained from full wave simulation is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9 3D Far-field pattern using Etheta component (V/m) obtained from CST. 

 

 

As seen in the pattern, the maximum occurs for large oblique elevation angles. In 

the ESM methodology, the fields are only obtained only a planar surface above the DUT 

at few wavelengths away. For field component at large oblique elevation angles to be 

calculated accurately using the NF-FF algorithm, the near fields are required to be 

computed over the entire Huygen box surrounding the DUT [34].  By performing the 

near-field scan on five sides of the box surrounding the DUT, the maximum value of the 

Etheta component for the above DUT can be obtained close to the full-wave simulation 

results. The aperture angle also determines the accuracy of the far-field when calculating 

the far-field from near-field as discussed in [33]. The aperture angle needs to be greater 

than 80 degrees to ensure the accuracy of FFT used for far-field calculation within 1dB 
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from full-wave simulation results. For 2D patterns also, only field components greater 

than 75 degrees are compared to the full wave simulation results. The 2D cross sections 

of the calculated NF-FF far-field pattern for different constant phi and theta angles are 

compared with full wave simulations results. The 2D cross-sections of far-field pattern 

for Etheta component in V/m are as shown in Figure 3.10 - Figure 3.13. As seen the 

calculated far-field patterns match closely with the full-wave simulation results. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Constant Theta = 20 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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Figure 3.11 Constant Theta = 45 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Constant Phi = 0 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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Figure 3.13 Constant Phi = 90 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

 

The next step to validate the results is to calculate the total radiated power using 

the method discussed in the previous section. The total radiated power obtained from full 

wave simulation is 21.02 dBm. The total radiated power computed using the calculated 

far-field pattern is 20.99 dBm which is within 1 dB of the full wave simulation results.  

This shows that the total radiated power for a DUT can be predicted with sufficient 

accuracy by performing a planar near-field measurement and applying ESM 

methodology. 
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3.2. DETERMINING FAR-FIELD CONTRIUBTION FROM INDIVDUAL 

SOURCES 

To determine the contributions from individual sources that are identified using 

the ESM algorithm, individual sources needs to be kept active while suppressing 

radiation from all other individual sources as shown with the dipole example. To do this a 

mask is applied which suppress all other except the desired sources. Here in the PCB 

example, two patches are excited and identified using the ESM methodology. Here each 

individual source is alternatively masked and far-field contribution from the other one is 

computed. These results are compared with the full-wave simulation results with that 

particular individual source to be active.  

Firstly the source corresponding to patch P2 is suppressed while the source 

corresponding to patch P1 is kept active.  This is done by applying a windowing function 

to the patch of appropriate size as shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15. The size of the 

window should be large enough to cover the hot spot identified by the ESM algorithm 

corresponding to the radiation source.  
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Figure 3.14 Reconstructed     field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 
P1 kept active. 

 

 

Figure 3.15 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 
P1 kept active. 
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Next NF-FF transformation is performed for the masked field images and far-field 

pattern is obtained. This data is compared with the full wave simulation with only patch 

P1 as active. The computed 3D far-field plots for Etheta component in dBV/m are shown 

in Figure 3.16, whereas Figure 3.17 shows the far-field pattern obtained from full wave 

simulation. The maximum value of Etheta component using calculation is 8.9 dBV/m 

whereas using full wave simulation is 15.08 dBV/m. The total radiated power computed 

using the calculated far-field is 16.30 dBm whereas the one obtained from full-wave 

simulation is 17.98 dBm which is within 1 dB of the calculated results. This shows that 

the TRP can be predicted with good accuracy even after the sources are masked. So the 

contributions from individual sources can be calculated. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16 3D Far-field pattern for Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT obtained 
from masked fields. 
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Figure 3.17 3D Far-field pattern for Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT obtained 
from CST with only Patch P1 active. 

 

 

Next 2D patterns of the far-field plot calculated from NF-FF of the masked 

focused field image and compared with the results of full-wave simulation. The results 

for Etheta component 2D pattern for various constant theta and phi in V/m are plotted in 

Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19, Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.18 Constant Phi = 0 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Constant Phi = 90 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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Figure 3.20 Constant Theta = 20 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

 

Figure 3.21 Constant Theta = 45 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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Similar results are obtained by masking the source corresponding to Patch P1 and 

keeping the source corresponding to Patch P2 active and comparing with full wave 

simulation results with only Patch P2 active. The results are shown in Figure 3.22 and 

Figure 3.23. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.22 Reconstructed     field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 
P2 kept active. 
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Figure 3.23 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 
P2 kept active. 

 

 

The computed 3D far-field plots for Etheta component in dBV/m are shown in 

Figure 3.24, whereas Figure 3.25 shows the far-field pattern obtained from full wave 

simulation. The maximum value of Etheta component using calculation is 8.9 dBV/m 

whereas using full wave simulation is 15.82 dBV/m. The TRP computed using the 

calculated far-field is 16.41 dBm whereas the one obtained from full-wave simulation is 

17.98 dBm.  
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Figure 3.24 3D Far-field pattern for Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT obtained 
from masked fields. 

 

 

Figure 3.25 3D Far-field pattern for Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT obtained 
from CST with only Patch P2 active. 

 

 

The results for Etheta component 2D pattern for various constant theta and phi in 

V/m are plotted in Figure 3.26 through Figure 3.29. 
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Figure 3.26 Constant Phi = 0 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

  

Figure 3.27 Constant Phi = 90 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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Figure 3.28 Constant Theta = 20 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

 

Figure 3.29 Constant Theta = 45 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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3.3. EFFECT OF SCANNING PARAMETRS 

It is important to determine the effect of different scanning parameters such the 

spatial scanning resolution and scan plane height on the reconstructed results, far-field 

parameters and the total radiated power. This will aid in selecting the criteria for scanning 

and will also help to indicate the accuracy of the results. For this experiment, only results 

from full wave simulation are used. This experiment aims to provide the optimal spatial 

scanning resolution and scan height parameters to achieve desired accuracy. The final 

accuracy of the measurement is not limited to these two parameters and may depend upon 

other factors. The results are calculated for spatial scanning resolution of λ/4, λ/6 and λ/8. 

The spatial scanning resolution is selected such that it satisfies the spatial Nyquist 

criteria. Also the scanned fields are obtained at different heights of lambda, 1.5×λ, 2×λ 

and 2.5×λ. The results are shown in Table 3.1, Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 

 

 

Table 3.1 Variation in maximum E-field tangential component (dbV/m). 

Spatial resolution/ 

Scanning height 

λ/4 

(9.1 mm) 

λ/6 

(6.1 mm) 

λ/8 

(4.6 mm) 

1×λ  (36.6 mm) 42.7 42.9 43.0 

1.5×λ (54.9 mm) 42.4 42.6 42.6 

2×λ (73.2 mm) 42.2 42.1 42.2 

2.5×λ (91.5 mm) 41.4 41.4 41.4 
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Table 3.2 Variation in maximum Etheta value (dbV/m). 

Spatial resolution/ 

Scanning height 

λ/4 

(9.1 mm) 

λ/6 

(6.1 mm) 

λ/8 

(4.6 mm) 

1×λ (36.6 mm) 19.5 19.5 19.5 

1.5×λ (54.9 mm) 18.8 18.7 18.7 

2×λ (73.2 mm) 18.7 18.8 18.7 

2.5×λ (91.5 mm) 18.5 18.5 18.5 

 

 

Table 3.3 Variation in maximum Total radiated power (dBm). 

Spatial resolution/ 

Scanning height 

λ/4 

(9.1 mm) 

λ/6 

(6.1 mm) 

λ/8 

(4.6 mm) 

1×λ (36.6 mm) 24.1 24.1 24.1 

1.5×λ (54.9 mm) 23.48 23.5 23.4 

2×λ (73.2 mm) 22.8 22.8 22.8 

2.5×λ (91.5 mm) 22.1 22.1 22.1 

 

 

As seen from the above results, it can be concluded that the change in the spatial 

scanning resolution beyond the spatial Nyquist criteria does not affect the E-field and far-

field parameters significantly. The scanning resolution can be kept at minimum to 

minimize the scanning time. Other methods to minimize the scan time are discussed in 

future work section.  
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On the other hand the increase in the scanning height above the DUT reduces the 

aperture angle which leads to decrease in the accuracy of the far-field computation. The 

reason for reduction in the accuracy has been discussed in detail in section 3.2. For the 

maximum scan height a tolerance up to 2 dB in the different parameters can be expected. 
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3.4. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

3.4.1. Measurement Setup.  For performing measurements, the total complex 

field needs to be measured thus requiring the magnitude as well as the phase data. Phase 

measurement can be achieved by using either a frequency domain or time domain 

approach. For measuring the custom PCB, the frequency domain approach is used with 

the setup as shown in Figure 3.30. More details about the different phase measurement 

methods are provided in section 4. A vector network analyzer (VNA) is used to measure 

the amplitude and phase of the scanned fields. One port of the VNA provides appropriate 

excitation source to the DUT. Another port is connected to the scanning antenna or probe 

to capture the response of the DUT. By performing a response measurement (S21), the 

amplitude and phase can be obtained. Further a transformation is required to obtain the 

exact field values from the probe output voltage. To validate the simulation results for the 

PCB with patches as shown before, a PCB with the same dimension is built. SMA 

connectors feed the patches from the bottom of the PCB. For measurement purpose, Port 

1 of the VNA is used to excite the patches simultaneously. This is achieved by feeding 

the output of VNA to a 0 degree resistive splitter and then feeding the splitter output to 

the patches. The output RF power on the VNA is kept at 0 dBm. Port 2 is connected to an 

open-ended waveguide antenna mounted on the API 3-axis EMI scanning system [29] 

using a custom 3D printed probe holder. The scanning area is limited in size as compared 

to the simulation due to limited range of the scanning system. The setup for measurement 

is shown in Figure 3.30. The open-ended waveguide along with the probe holder can be 

seen in Figure 3.31. 
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Figure 3.30 Measurement setup. 

 

 

Figure 3.31 Open-ended waveguide used as scanning antenna. 

 

 

The open ended waveguide is an X-band waveguide that operates from 8.2 – 12.4 

GHz. It offers a wide beam width so it can collect maximum radiated energy at oblique 

angles too. Also it provides higher gain and closed form solution exist for calculating 

various parameters of the antenna. That makes it a suitable choice for performing ESM 

measurement.  

 

3-axis robotic 

scanner holding the 

probe

Port 2 of VNA 

receives output 

from scanning 

antenna
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3.4.2. Antenna Factor Compensation. While performing near-field 

measurement using non-ideal probes, probe correction is needed. If the measurement of 

the fields is performed in the far-field of the DUT, the use of only gain parameter for 

probe correction would yield sufficiently accurate results. In the ESM application, an 

open-ended waveguide is used for measuring fields in the near radiating region of the 

DUT. This requires the probe’s far-field pattern be known. For a first order 

approximation only the gain can be used to perform probe compensation. The gain of the 

antenna can be either analytical calculated using close form solution for an open-ended 

waveguide [35][36] or can be obtained from the full wave model. The analytical gain of 

the waveguide is given as, 

 

                    

 

where   is the width of the large side, (here 22.86 mm),   is the frequency in GHz. 

For determining the gain, a full wave simulation model of the waveguide is built 

and simulated to get antenna far-field parameters. The full wave model for the antenna in 

the top and side view is as shown in Figure 3.32. The length of the larger side of the 

aperture is 22.86 mm and the shorter side is 10.16 mm. 
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Figure 3.32 Open-ended waveguide CST model top and side view. 

 

 

The gain of the open-ended waveguide from full wave simulation at 8.2 GHz is 

4.821. Using the gain value, the antenna factor can be calculated as, 

 

   
    

  √ 
 

where   is the gain of the waveguide. 

 

Once the antenna factor is calculated, it can be applied to the recorded or 

measured fields to determine the field strength on the aperture of the antenna as, 

                                       

The obtained fields after applying the antenna factor are the radiated fields from 

the patches in response to per unit excitation (per Volt). Here the splitter loss is not taken 

into account as the calibration plane of the VNA is extended up to the input ports of the 

patches on port 1 and to the input port of the scanning antenna on port 2. 
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3.4.3. Measurement Results and Comparison with Simulated Data.  The 

scanned fields from measurement over the PCB for both vertical and horizontal 

polarizations of the scanning antenna are shown in Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34. Here the 

spatial scanning resolution is lambda/6 (6.1 mm) and resolution of reconstructed image is 

2.05 cm. The height of the scan plane above the DUT surface is 2*lambda (73.2 mm). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.33 Measured |S21 | probe output on the scanning plane at 73.2 mm height for X 
and Y orientations of the antenna. 
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After applying the analytical gain of the antenna as the probe compensation 

factor, the fields values on the scanning plane can be derived. The measured magnitude 

for X and Y orientations of the antenna in V/m and measured phase in rad are shown in 

Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35. 

 

 

Figure 3.34 Measured     field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) at 73.2 mm height 
above the DUT. 
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Figure 3.35 Measured    field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) at 73.2 mm height above 
the DUT. 

 

 

This data can be compared by the full wave simulation results by normalizing the 

input excitation power with respect to measurement input. In simulation 0.5 W was used 

as input power which corresponds to 5 V, whereas in measurement an S21 measurement 
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was performed which can be considered as S21 per 1V input excitation. To normalize the 

measurement to 1V excitation, the input fields are divided by 5 V. The scanned fields 

from full wave simulation after normalizing to the measurement results are shown in 

Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.36 Simulated     field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) at 73.2 mm height 
above the DUT after normalizing. 
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Figure 3.37 Simulated    field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) at 83.2 mm height 
above the DUT after normalizing. 

 

 

Next the ESM algorithm is applied to the measurement as well as the simulated 

data to back-propagate the fields back to the source plane. The reconstructed fields on the 

source plane for     and    component using measured scanned are shown in Figure 3.38 
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and Figure 3.39. The reconstructed fields from the recorded scanned fields are shown in 

Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.41.  

 

 

Figure 3.38 Reconstructed Ex field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) on PCB plane from 
measurement. 
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Figure 3.39 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) on PCB plane from 
measurement. 
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Figure 3.40 Reconstructed     field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) on PCB plane from 
full-wave simulation. 
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Figure 3.41 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) and phase (rad) on PCB plane from 
full-wave simulation. 

 

 

As seen the measurement and simulation results have a good agreement in the 

field values as well as in the localization of the sources. It can be concluded that using the 
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ESM methodology the radiating structures corresponding to the patches can be localized 

with high accuracy. 

The difference in the measurement and simulation values maybe due to multiple 

reasons. Firstly the antenna gain value is derived from simulation. To get the actual gain 

value, antenna gain measurements needs to be performed. Also to improve the accuracy 

further, the complete probe correction needs to be applied by de-convolution of the 

response of the scanning antenna from the probe output voltage. Also to calculate the 

exact power delivered to the patches during excitation, the reflection loss needs to be 

compensated.  

The next step is to perform near-field to far-field from the measured scanned 

fields and compare the far-field parameters with those computed from simulated scanned 

fields. The 3D far-field pattern computed for Etheta component in dBV/m using the 

measured focused fields on the PCB plane is shown in Figure 3.42, whereas Figure 3.43 

shows the result from simulation. 
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Figure 3.42 3D Far-field pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT calculated 
from NF-FF transform of the measured focused fields on PCB plane. 

 

Figure 3.43 3D Far-field pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT calculated 
from NF-FF transform of the simulated focused fields on PCB plane. 
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The maximum value of the Etheta component from the measurement results is 

2.73 dBV/m and from full wave simulation is 1.7 dBV/m. The total radiated power from 

simulation is 6.3 dBm whereas from measurement result is 7.0 dBm. So as seen, the 

results from the measurement agree with 2 dB with the simulated results. The comparison 

of 2D far-field patterns in dB scale from simulation and measurement are shown in 

Figure 3.44 through Figure 3.47. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.44 Constant Phi = 0 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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Figure 3.45 Constant Phi = 90 pattern using Etheta component (V/m). 

 

 

Figure 3.46 Constant Theta = 20 pattern using Etheta component (V/m). 
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Figure 3.47 Constant Theta = 45 pattern using Etheta component (V/m). 

 

 

As seen the 2D far-field patterns from simulation and measurement match closely. 

 

3.4.4. Determining Far-Field Contribution from Individual Sources.  Similar 

to the masking shown before for only simulation results, masking can also be applied to 

measurement data to determine contribution from individual sources. The reconstructed 

field using simulation data with the source corresponding to patch P1 is as shown in 

Figure 3.48 and Figure 3.49. The reconstructed field using measurement data with the 

source corresponding to patch P1 is as shown in Figure 3.50 and Figure 3.51. 
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Figure 3.48 Reconstructed     field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 
P1 kept active (simulation results). 

 

Figure 3.49 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 
P1 kept active (simulation results). 
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Figure 3.50 Reconstructed     field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 
P1 kept active (measurement results). 

 

 

Figure 3.51 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) with source corresponding to patch 

P1 kept active (measurement results). 
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Next NF-FF transformation is performed for the masked field images and far-field 

pattern is obtained. This data is compared with the full wave simulation with only patch 

P1 as active. The computed 3D far-field plots for Etheta component in dBV/m from 

measurement data are shown in Figure 3.52, whereas Figure 3.53 shows the far-field 

pattern obtained from simulation data. The maximum value of Etheta component using 

scanned masked fields is -5.2 dBV/m whereas using recorded masked fields is -6 dBV/m. 

The total radiated power computed using the recorded masked fields is 1.96 dBm 

whereas the one obtained from full-wave simulation is 1.19 dBm which is within 1 dB of 

the calculated results. This shows that the TRP can be predicted with good accuracy even 

after the sources are masked. So the contributions from individual sources can be 

calculated. 

 

 

Figure 3.52 3D Far-field pattern for Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT obtained 
from masked fields (Using scanned fields). 
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Figure 3.53 3D Far-field pattern for Etheta component (dBV/m) of the DUT obtained 
from masked fields (Using recorded fields). 

 

 

Next 2D patterns of the far-field plot calculated from NF-FF of the masked 

recorded fields are compared with the results of masked scanned fields. The results for 

Etheta component 2D pattern for various constant theta and phi in V/m are plotted in 

Figure 3.54, Figure 3.55, Figure 3.56 and Figure 3.57. 
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Figure 3.54 Constant Phi = 0 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

Figure 3.55 Constant Phi = 90 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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Figure 3.56 Constant Theta = 45 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 

 

Figure 3.57 Constant Theta = 20 pattern using Etheta component (dBV/m). 
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3.5. EFFECT OF HEATSINK ON THE FAR-FIELD PARAMETRS 

Another experiment was performed by placing a heatsink on top of one of the 

patches to observe the effect of change in radiation with the placement of heatsink. The 

heatsink is slightly larger than the patch size. The dimension of the heatsink are; each 

side = 25.64 mm and height = 37.85 mm. The heatsink is kept on top of patch P1 at a 

height of 1.32 mm with the help of a foam spacer. The fields were again measured at a 

height of 2*wavelength away (73.2 mm) above the PCB plane and ESM algorithm was 

applied as shown in Figure 3.58 through Figure 3.61. 

 

 

Figure 3.58 Measured     field magnitude (V/m) on a rectangular plane at 73.2 mm 
above the DUT with heatsink. 
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Figure 3.59 Measured    field magnitude (V/m) on a rectangular plane at 73.2 mm above 
the DUT with heatsink. 

 

Figure 3.60 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) on the PCB plane. 
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Figure 3.61 Reconstructed    field magnitude (V/m) on the PCB plane. 

 

 

Using the reconstructed fields, the total radiated power of the DUT with heatsink 

can be calculated. The calculated TRP is 10.4 dBm which is an increase of over 3 dB 

from the case without the heatsink.  
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4. TEST OF METHODOLOGY ON ACTUAL DUT 

The application of ESM methodology on a real DUT’s is presented in this section. 

For a real DUT, both the scanned amplitude and phase must be measured. Different 

methods for phase measurement such as time-domain method [38] for spectrum analyzer 

based method are used in literature [37]. The drawback of the spectrum analyzer method 

for phase measurement is that it requires three scans to retrieve the complete amplitude 

and phase information. Additional investigation is required to improve the efficiency of 

the method. 

For the time-domain phase domain method, the sampling frequency of the scope 

needs to be higher at least twice the frequency of the measured signal. If this is not 

possible a frequency down-conversion unit is required to get the measured signal 

frequency within the bandwidth of the measuring instrument. Also to obtain an optimal 

frequency resolution, a long time-record is required to be captured which leads to 

overhead in storage. To overcome the drawbacks of the above methods, a frequency 

domain phase measurement method is presented in this paper by using the tuned receiver 

mode in a vector network analyzer. 

For phase measurement using VNA in the tuned receiver mode, the internal RF 

source is turned off, so the individual amplitudes and phase difference of the signals on 

the two ports can measured. For a real hardware board, a reference signal to one port of 

the VNA can be obtained either by tapping the signal from the board or using a stationary 

reference antenna. The other port of the VNA can be used as an input from the scanning 

antenna. The phase difference between the reference and the measurement channel 
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provides the phase value for the scanned fields. The amplitude from the scanning antenna 

can be measured directly. 

 

4.1. REAL DUT 1 – NETWORK SWITCH 

For testing the ESM methodology, measurements were performed on a real DUT. 

The first DUT used for analysis is an off-the-shelf networking device with default 

software configuration installed. Figure 4.1 shows the measured radiation spectrum from 

a real DUT used for this measurement. This measurement is performed by operating the 

DUT in a reverberation chamber and measuring the total radiated power using a spectrum 

analyzer.  It can be seen that there are 15 peaks in the spectrum centered at 10.3125 GHz. 

Here the focus is only on identifying the source corresponding to a single frequency 

component. Once the source is identified, EMI mitigation measures using an absorber 

material are also presented. Similarly, the analysis is extended to other frequency 

components too.  
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Figure 4.1 Radiation spectrum from the DUT. 

 

 

The test setup for the hardware measurement using ESM technique is shown in 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The DUT with dimensions of 45 cm  40 cm  4 cm is placed 

at the center of the API 3-axis scanning system [29]. The frequency to be used for 

demonstrating the ESM methodology is the one corresponding to peak # 12. At this 

frequency the required maximal spatial scanning step is 1.5 cm to satisfy the Nyquist 

criterion. In the actual measurement, a scanning resolution of 7 mm is used. The height of 

the scanning plane above the PCB is about 8.3 cm, which is between two to three 

wavelengths at the test frequency. 
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Figure 4.2 Measurement setup for phase and amplitude measurement. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Actual Measurement setup. 
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For this measurement, the 8.2-12.4 GHz standard gain horn antenna was used as a 

reference antenna. This reference antenna is fixed at a distance away from the DUT in the 

direction to maximize the output at frequency #12. It is connected to port 2 of VNA 

through three cascaded DC-12 GHz amplifiers each providing 10 dB gain. The scanning 

antenna is an 8.2-12.4 GHz open-ended waveguide connected to the arm of the 3-axis 

robotic scanning system. The output of the waveguide is amplified by a low noise 

broadband amplifier with a gain of 30 dB before connecting to Port 1 of the VNA. The 

scanning antenna moves over a scanning plane in a rectangular grid and measures one 

tangential component of the field in one scan. To measure the orthogonal field 

component, the antenna is rotated 90 degrees and the scan is repeated. 

For phase measurement, the VNA is used in a tuned receiver mode. The VNA is 

centered on the desired frequency and operated in zero span mode. The number of sweep 

points is set to 101 to obtain an average of the measured signal, which allows improving 

the signal-to-noise ratio. The IF bandwidth is kept at 300 Hz as a trade-off between the 

sweep time, signal to noise ratio and the need to accommodate the drift in the center 

frequency. It was observed that the drift in center frequency was much higher than 300 

Hz. The IF bandwidth could not be increased due to the limited signal to noise ratio of the 

desired signal. So it was decided to introduce a calibration routine accounting for the drift 

in the frequency. The calibration routine changes the VNA span to 500 KHz from 0 Hz 

and searches for the exact peak corresponding to desired frequency. It then again 

designates it as the center frequency and continues measurement of phase and amplitude. 

This frequency tracking is performed after every 100 points are scanned. 
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The image of the DUT is overlapped and aligned with the image of the scanned 

fields to observe the underlying physical sources of radiation as shown in Figure 4.4 and 

Figure 4.5. In this figure, the DUT image has been replaced by the blocks due to the 

proprietary information. Four big black blocks represents the heatsinks in the DUT, 16 

smaller blue blocks with the same size represents the physical layer transceiver (PHY), 

and 8 red rectangular blocks corresponds to the optical transceivers on the DUT. As 

observed, no detailed information about the source of radiation can be obtained from the 

scanned fields. The quantity plotted is the magnitude and phase of the signal at the VNA 

Port 1, and the units are dBV and radians respectively. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.4 (a) Measured     field magnitude in dBV (b) Measured     field phase in rad. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.5  (a)  Measured    field magnitude in dBV (b) Measured    field phase in rad. 
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After applying the ESM methodology, hot spots corresponding to the radiation 

sources are observed. The resolution of the ESM methodology is limited by the aperture 

angle and the noise in the system. To improve the resolution of the ESM methodology, a 

near-field scan can be performed in the limited area where the hot spots are observed. 

The spatial step for near-field scanning has to be 1 mm to be able to observe the field 

variation with a high resolution. Also the near-field scanning is performed 2 mm above 

the profile of the DUT. This would require the probe to retract back and forth while 

scanning. The scanning step and the retract action leads to a very large scanning time 

even for a small geometry. So it is advantageous to use the information provided by the 

ESM methodology to determine an area for near-field scanning. The near-field scanning 

results for the frequency # 12 using an EMI near-field magnetic field probe is as shown in 

Figure 4.6. For near-field scanning also, the frequency tracking algorithm is applied. It 

provides the surface current distribution corresponding to frequency # 12.  It contains 

both the evanescent and propagating wave components. No particularly useful 

information about the radiating structure can be obtained from the field data. This is not 

enough to decide where exactly to put the absorbers to reduce the far-field radiation. 
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Figure 4.6 Measured total tangential field component magnitude in dBm. 

 

 

To identify the source location, ESM algorithm as given by (1) is applied on the 

scanned fields shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. The reconstructed fields on the source 

plane for both orientations of the antenna are shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.7 Reconstructed     field component magnitude in dBm at the PCB plane. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Reconstructed    field component magnitude in dBm at the PCB plane. 

 

 

The resolution of the reconstructed image can be estimated as 1.5 cm according to 

equation (6). Here it can be seen that for the radiation in x direction, the source is mainly 
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located near one of the PHYs of the board; and for the radiation in y direction, the source 

is mainly located at the edge of the main heatsink.  

Based on the information obtained from the ESM transformation, we can identify 

a suitable position for placing the absorber material to mitigate the radiation at frequency 

#12. The properties of the absorber material are defined by the permittivity and 

permeability. Any use of absorber involves a trade-off between material absorptivity and 

impedance matching at the surface [39]. Finding a suitable absorber material for the 

desired frequency range will improve the effectiveness of the absorber and thus reduce 

the total volume of the material required. In this work, for frequencies at 10 GHz, a non-

conductive, magnetically lossy material (BSR-2) [40] was used for EMI mitigation. Four 

pieces of absorber material are placed on the edge of the main heatsink where the hot spot 

corresponding to the source of radiation can be observed as marked in Figure 4.8. Each 

piece of absorber material size is 2 cm by 2.8 cm, with the thickness 1 mm. The 

placement of the absorber material is as shown in Figure 4.9. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Applied absorbers (2 cm by 2.8 cm). 
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Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 shows the reconstructed image from the source plane, 

after the absorber materials are added at the source location. The color scale 

corresponding to the field strength in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 is set to be the same as 

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 and to facilitate comparison. It can be clearly observed that the 

field strength at the source location has been greatly reduced due to the effect of the 

absorber material. This validates the location of the source identified by the ESM 

algorithm to be accurate. 

By comparing the reconstructed field strengths in the source plane with and 

without the absorber material, the maximum value of the source in the x orientation is 

reduced from -47.6 dB to -53.9 dB, when the absorber material is added; for the y 

orientation, the maximum value of the source is also reduced from -45.9 dB to -49.9 dB. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Reconstructed     fields at the PCB plane with absorber. 
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(b) 

Figure 4.11 Reconstructed    fields at the PCB plane, with absorber. 

 

 

As seen from the previous results, it can be observed that the source radiation is 

reduced by approximately 4 dB when the absorber material is placed at the location 

identified by the ESM algorithm. To validate these results in the far-field, a total radiated 

power measurement (TRP) is performed on the DUT using a reverberation chamber [41]. 

The reverberation chamber measurement is widely used for EMI testing and particularly 

effective in quantifying the total radiated power of the DUT. Figure 4.12 shows the setup 

for the TRP measurement of the DUT. A spectrum analyzer is used with center frequency 

at 10.3125 GHz and the span as 500 kHz. A low noise 30 dB broadband amplifier is used 

to increase the received signal strength. Figure 4.13 shows the averaged total radiated 

power spectrum comparison with and without absorber material. 
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Figure 4.12 Setup for TRP measurement in a reverberation chamber. 

 

Figure 4.13 TRP spectrums comparison with and without the absorber material. 

 

 

From the Figure 4.13, it can be seen that the peak value corresponding to 

frequency #12 has reduced about 4 dB, due to the absorber material, which validates the 

previous measurement using the ESM method. But as observed, most of the other 

frequencies are not affected by the placement of the absorber material. This reconfirms 

that the location of absorber material determined by the ESM algorithm mainly 

corresponds to the source of frequency # 12.  
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The next step is to determine the optimal size and placement of absorbing 

material to reduce the heatsink radiation. Using a picture frame structure below the 

heatsink it can be observed that the total radiation by the heatsink can be reduced. The 

picture frame structure below the heatsink is shown below in Figure 4.14. 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.14 Absorber material below the heatsink (a) Top view (b) side view. 

 

 

Simulation and measurement were performed for the cases with and without the 

picture frame absorber below the heatsink to compare the total radiated power. The total 

radiated power measurement was performed in a reverberation chamber as shown in 
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Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. The measurement results are shown in Figure 4.17. The 

chamber quality factor Q is a constant [41] at a given frequency, is given as, 
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where   is the volume of the chamber,    is the power transmitted by the DUT,    is the 

power received by the receiving antenna. 

Using the above relation, the total radiated power of the DUT can be given as, 
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where   
    is the transmitted power during calibration by the standard antenna,   

    is 

the power received by the receiving antenna during calibration.  

In our case, the total radiated power of the heatsink can be obtained as, 
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Figure 4.15 Calibration setup from TRP measurement. 
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Figure 4.16 Actual DUT measurement setup from TRP measurement. 

 

 

Figure 4.17 TRP spectrums comparison with and without the absorber material from 
experiment and simulation. 

 

 

As seen from the measurement results, the TRP from the heatsink with the 

absorber material below it reduces to approximately 5 dB for frequencies higher than 5 

GHz. Also the measurement results agree well with the simulation results.  
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Next for the DUT 1, a picture frame size absorber material is kept below the main 

heatsink corresponding to the ASIC. Also it is kept around the heatsink corresponding to 

PHY. Here it cannot be kept below the heatsink due to lack of space beneath it. The 

placement of the absorber material is as shown below in Figure 4.18. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18 Actual placement of the absorber material. 

 

 

As shown previously, ESM methodology is applied on the scanned fields for 

different cases without and with the absorbing material. The results are shown in Figure 

4.19 through Figure 4.22. The color scale in all the figures has been normalized to the 

case without the absorber material for the sake of comparison. 
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Figure 4.19 Reconstructed     and    field magnitude on the DUT without any absorber 
material. 

 

 

As shown in the case without the absorber material, the main source of radiation 

is located near the main ASIC heatsink and near the PHY heatsink.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.20 Reconstructed     and    field magnitude on the DUT with the absorber 
material below the ASIC heatsink. 
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Figure 4.21 Reconstructed     and    field magnitude on the DUT with the absorber 
material around the PHY heatsink. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.22 Reconstructed     and    field magnitude on the DUT with the absorber 
material around the PHY heatsink and below the ASIC heatsink. 

 

 

To validate the reduction in the total radiated power from the ESM measurements, 

TRP measurement is also performed using a reverberation chamber method discussed 

previously. The TRP results are shown in Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25. 
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Figure 4.23 TRP results for DUT1 with and without the absorber below ASIC heatsink. 

 

 

Figure 4.24 TRP results for DUT1 with and without the absorber around PHY heatsink. 
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Figure 4.25 TRP results for DUT1 with and without the absorber around PHY heatsink 
and below ASIC. 

 

The TRP reduction obtained using the absorber material calculated using the ESM 

methodology and using the RC method are summarized in Table 4.1 below. 

 

Table 4.1 Table showing the reduction in the TRP with absorber material at different 
locations. 

Frequency Peak # 12 TRP using ESM method TRP using RC 

With absorber only below 

the ASCI heatsink  

 0 dB  1 dB 

With absorber only around 

the PHY heatsink  

 2 dB  2 dB 

With absorber below the 

ASCI heatsink and around 

PHY heatsink 

 4 dB  5 dB 
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As shown in the table, the reduction obtained TRP calculation using the ESM 

agrees closely with the RC measurement results. More reduction is obtained by placing 

the absorbing material around the PHY heatsink instead of below the ASIC heatsink. 

The analysis performed for Freq # 12 was also extended for another frequency 

corresponding to frequency peak # 15 (freq #15). The focused     and    field magnitude 

on the PCB plane for frequency # 15 without any absorber material are as shown below 

in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27. 
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Figure 4.26 Reconstructed     fields at the PCB plane, without absorber. 
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Figure 4.27 Reconstructed    fields at the PCB plane, without absorber. 

 

 

As shown in results above, the main source of radiation seem to be mainly from 

the main ASIC heatsink, so the absorber material is placed below the main heatsink only. 

The results for reconstructed fields on the PCB plane with the absorber material are 

shown in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4.28 Reconstructed     fields at the PCB plane, with absorber. 

 

 

Figure 4.29 Reconstructed     fields at the PCB plane, with absorber. 

 

 

The reduction in the TRP calculated from ESM method is validated by 

measurements from RC. The results of the reduction in the TRP after placing the 

absorber material below the main ASIC heatsink are summarized in Table 4.2 below. 
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Table 4.2 Table showing the reduction in the TRP with absorber material below the main 
ASIC heatsink. 

Frequency Peak # 15 TRP using ESM method TRP using RC 

With absorber only below 

the ASIC heatsink  

3 dB 3 dB 

 

 

In this example too, the reduction in the TRP from the reverberation chamber data 

agrees closely with the calculated TRP reduction from the reconstructed fields on the 

PCB plane. 

 

4.2. REAL DUT 2 – FPGA EVALUATION BOARD 

For a real hardware board such as a FPGA board, a reference signal to one port of 

the VNA can be obtained by either tapping the signal from the board or by using a 

stationary reference antenna. The other port of the VNA can be used as an input from the 

scanning antenna. For the FPGA board used in this measurement, the reference is 

obtained by tapping the signal from one of the FPGA outputs.  

The FPGA is programmed to output a pseudorandom bit sequence at one of the 

differential channels. The clock frequency for the FPGA is 3.125 GHz. The spatial 

resolution at the clock frequency calculated using (6) which is 5 cm might be not enough 

to resolve the location of source on the FPGA board, so the third harmonic 9.375 GHz, 

giving the maximum resolution of 1.6 cm, is used to conduct the experiment. The 

scanning antenna used is a log-periodic antenna with a range of 2-11 GHz connected on 

the moving arm of the API 3-axis EMI scanning system. The scanning step is kept as 5 
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mm in both x and y directions. The diagram of the phase resolved measurement is 

provided in Figure 4.30.  
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Figure 4.30 FPGA board phase measurement setup. 

 

 

The result of scanning at a height of 10cm above the FPGA board is shown in 

Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32. As observed no useful information about the sources of 

radiation can be obtained from the scanned fields. 
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Figure 4.31 Measured     field magnitude ratio on a rectangular grid at 10 cm height. 

 

 

Figure 4.32 Measured    field magnitude ratio on a rectangular grid at 10 cm height. 
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The reconstructed fields on the PCB plane are shown at Figure 4.33 and Figure 

4.34. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.33 Reconstructed     field magnitude ratio on the source plane. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.34 Reconstructed    field magnitude ratio on the source plane. 
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As observed the dominant source of radiation for the x-orientation seems to be 

coming from the differential trace-FPGA interface as well as the other open SMA 

connector on which the differential clock line from the FPGA terminates. Also for they 

orientation, the SMA connectors seems to be the dominant source of radiation rather than 

the FPGA itself. The open SMA is terminated to reduce the reflections and thus the 

common mode current on the differential line. The results of the reconstructed images 

after termination are as shown below in Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36. It can be seen that 

there is a significant drop in the overall radiated emission from both the heatsink as well 

as the open SMA connector.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.35 Reconstructed     field magnitude ratio on the source plane. 
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Figure 4.36 Reconstructed    field magnitude ratio on the source plane. 

 

 

4.3. REAL DUT 3 – ORTHOGONAL PCBS 

Another real DUT tested was a backplane like structure with two PCB orthogonal 

to each other as shown in Figure 4.37. Here multiple peaks are observed near the 10-12 

GHz range out of which one of the peaks is chosen as the test frequency. Here the 

scanning was performed at two different heights. One scanning is performed at height 

lower than the vertical PCB of the DUT. This limited the range of scanning only till the 

vertical PCB in the scanning plane. Another measurement is performed at a height above 

the vertical PCB. In this way the scanning plane was extended beyond the vertical PCB 

of the DUT. Here the same setup as used in case of real DUT 1 (4.1) is used (Figure 

4.38). The frequency of scanning is 11.936 GHz. 
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Figure 4.37 DUT with vertical PCB. 

 

 

Figure 4.38 Measurement setup. 

 

 

The scanned field magnitude and phase for the case with lower height (140mm) 

are shown in Figure 4.39 and Figure 4.40. 
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Figure 4.39 Measured field magnitude on the scanning plane at lower height. 

 

 

Figure 4.40 Measured field phase on the scanning plane at lower height. 

 

 

As seen no actual information about the location of source can be derived from 

the scanned fields. After apply the ESM transformation, the reconstructed fields are 

shown in Figure 4.41. 
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Figure 4.41 Reconstructed fields on the source plane. 

 

 

Scanning at height above the DUT (175mm) leads to discontinuity in the 

measured phase due to the vertical PCB as shown in Figure 4.42. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.42 Measured field phase on the scanning plane at 175mm. 
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This discontinuity in phase creates artifacts in the reconstructed image on the 

source plane as shown in Figure 4.43. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.43 Reconstructed fields on the source plane. 

 

 

4.4. TIME-DOMAIN PHASE MEASUREMENT METHOD 

Phase measurement using the frequency domain method (VNA tuned receiver) 

has been shown in the previous sections. The main limitation of the frequency domain 

method is that measurement can be performed only for one single frequency as zero 

spanning is required. If the radiated spectrum consists of more than one frequency, then 

the frequency domain method would need to be repeated at all the frequencies of interest. 

Also in the frequency domain method, the image rejection of the instrument should be as 

high as possible or the input signals should be passed through narrow band-pas filter 
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before feeding it to the VNA. For time-domain method, image signals generated by non-

linear devices such as mixers can be rejected by using external filtering. 

For measuring the phase of a broadband signal, time-domain based phase 

measurement method can be utilized. Here the time response of the radiated spectrum is 

captured for the measurement channel and the reference channel. Next the time response 

is converted into the frequency spectrum by using Fourier transforms. By subtracting the 

measurement channel spectrum from the reference channel spectrum, the phase 

difference can be obtained.  

The main drawbacks of time-domain phase measurement method as compared to 

the frequency domain method is that the sampling rate of the instrument used for 

measurement should be higher than the maximum radiated frequency to be measured. If 

not, then the measurement channel and the reference channel frequency have to be down 

converted using super heterodyne principle. Also to have enough spectral resolution, the 

length of the time-domain signal should be as long as possible. This would require 

additional memory depth in the instrument and may increase the computation overhead. 

For demonstrating the time-domain based phase measurement method, the PCB 

with two patches is used. One of the Patch P1 is excited by an external signal generator at 

8.2 GHz with 0 dBm input power. The setup for phase measurement using the time-

domain method is as shown below in Figure 4.44.  
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Figure 4.44 Time-domain based phase measurement setup. 

 

 

Here the principle of super-heterodyning is used to down-convert the input signal 

to a lower frequency that is within the bandwidth of the sampling instrument. A 2-way 

resistive splitter splits the signal from a signal generator to feed the reference and the 

measurement channel local oscillators. The signal generator frequency for the reference is 

kept at 8.1 GHz with 10 dBm output enough to drive the local oscillators after 

compensating for the splitter insertion loss. The mixer is a level 7 mixer with a frequency 

range of 3.4 GHz to 15 GHz. In the measurement channel the RF input to the mixer 

comes from the scanning antenna after sufficient amplification, whereas in the reference 

channel, the RF input to the mixer comes from the reference antenna after sufficient 

amplification. The difference output from the mixer which is centered around 100 MHz 
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(8.2 – 8.1 GHz) is selected and further amplified to feed it to the two channels of a digital 

sampling oscilloscope. The scope is triggered for a single sweep only after the scanning 

antenna has arrived at the correct scanning location. This ensures the signal sampled on 

the reference as well as the measurement channel is from the same time instant. The 

advantage of this method is that image rejection can be achieved by using external filters.  

The measured scanned field magnitude and phase at 100 mm height above the 

DUT are as shown below in Figure 4.45.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.45 Measured field magnitude and phase at 100 mm height. 

 

 

After applying the ESM methodology on the measured fields obtained on the 

scanning plane using the time-domain measurement method, the fields on the PCB can be 

obtained. The     and    field component magnitude on the PCB plane are as shown in 

Figure 4.46 and Figure 4.47. As observed, it correctly locates the source of radiation 
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(Patch P1). Similarly the time-domain phase measurement method can be used for other 

active DUT with appropriate filtering to reject the image products.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.46 Reconstructed     field magnitude on the PCB plane. 

 

Figure 4.47 Reconstructed    field magnitude on the PCB plane. 
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5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

The first step in mitigating EMI involves identifying the sources of radiation on 

the DUT. The ESM methodology presented in this paper can help to approximately 

identify the sources of radiation on the PCB. After the sources are located, individual 

sources can be distinguished and an attempt can be made to identify the driving source. 

Individual sources can be isolated by using masking algorithms and individual far-field 

contributions can be calculated. It is shown that the total radiated power from each source 

can be estimated with good accuracy. Once dominant source of EMI can be identified, 

appropriate EMI fixes can be applied to reduce the radiated emissions. This can lead to 

more cost-effective EMI mitigation solutions. 

Next steps for the project include investigating methods to reduce the overall 

scanning time. One method is to use a combination of an antenna array and 

switches/multiplexers to scan more than one scanning point at a time. The main drawback 

would be to design such an array at different frequencies to be scanned and complexity 

involved in the switching circuit. Other challenges would be the providing sufficient gain 

and reducing cross talk between adjacent elements. A second approach is to use method 

such as compressed sensing algorithm to reduce the total number of scan points. In 

compressed sensing, the scanning is performed with the rate of the sparsity of the field 

rather than the rate of the variation (Nyquist rate).  This reduces the acquisition time by 

reducing the number of scanned points.  
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